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Due to the minute scale of MEMS, inertia forces are often neglected. However, we have 
proven that these forces can be significant even if a micro structure's mass is <l|Lig (a 
250|amxl00|im mass with MUMPs polyl, poly2, and Au layers). We have demonstrated 
that at this scale, mass inertia force can overcome some surface forces and be used for 
non-contact self-assembly of MEMS structures. Centrifugal force was applied to several 
hinged MUMPs#43 and MUMPs#46 structures, causing these structures to self-assemble 
by rotating themselves 90° out of substrate plane in most cases, and automatically locked 
themselves to designed latches. This batch-assembly technique is very fast, low-cost, 
non-contact, and non-destructive. Moreover, we have experimentally characterized the 
centrifugal forces needed to assemble these micro structures by integrating sensors on the 
same MUMPs chips to provide wireless signal that relate to the dynamic behavior of the 
micro structures. This is a very important result in terms of making feasible quantitative 
analyses of some surface forces acting on surface micromachined MEMS devices. 
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Due to the rapid growth of optical transport network, the demand of optical 
components increases for suiting faster and more stable transmission. Apart from the 
traditional optic-switch, new optical systems are under development using Micro-
ElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) technology. One of the possibilities is developing 
free-space optical systems. These systems include many different micro components such 
as micro mirrors, micro lens, micro actuators etc. Sometimes, the optical MEMS 
technology is also called microoptomechanical systems (MOMS) or 
microoptoelectromechanical systems (MOEMS). A non-contact batch micro-assembly 
process will be presented in this dissertation to assemble MOEMS. 
Developing new optical components has been carried out for many years. Although 
there are many ideas for new optical switches such as liquid crystal technology, photonic-
switching technology, thermo-optical switches and tunable lasers, MEMS-based optical 
switches provides a simple and convenient solution. MEMS has emerged as a leading 
contender to serve as the foundation of next-generation all-optical switches. MEMS-
based technology includes port-by-port scalability that is able to add single ports as well 
as economize the system. The service provider can grow the system without having to 
purchase unneeded ports. Compact size is another benefit of applying MEMS technology. 
It is due to the fact that the size of the micro actuators and micro mirrors are in micro 
scale. Even when making a number of devices, the size of the micro switch is very small 
so it saves space by allowing miniaturization within the network architecture. 
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The prototypes of MOEMS can be fabricated by using the Multi-User MEMS 
Processes (MUMPs). Other than the attaching of optical fibers to the completed product, 
MUMPs will be the only manufacturing's step in the production of the micro switches. 
The process will yield a working switch at an extremely low cost when compared with 
other currently existing optical switches on the market. In deed, the batch fabrication 
process can also reduce the cost of the switches. MUMPs (Surface MEMS) technology 
allows large matrix of switches to be monolithically integrated on a single chip. Since all 
the microoptical elements and the optomechanical structures are made at the same time 
by the photolithographic process, they can be aligned during layout of the photomasks. 
The integrated microactuators also allow dynamic tracking of the alignment. The optical 
pre-alignment enables the "interconnections" between optical elements to be fabricated at 
the same time as the optical elements. This allows a functional optical system to be 
monolithically integrated and aligned on a single chip. 
Nowadays, two major methods to fabricate the optical system by MEMS are bulk 
micromachining and surface micromachining. As the optical components are usually 
three-dimensional optomechanical structures, technology for fabricating high-aspect-ratio 
structure is needed. Bulk micromachining could fabricate the vertical micro mirrors by 
anisotropic etching of (110) silicon substrates but their orientation would be dependent. 
Deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) is also one of the bulk micromachining to fabricate 
them but their side wall cannot be patterned well. Therefore, surface micromachining is 
another major way to fabricate the optical device because it is also an integrated circuit 
(IC) compatible process. The fabrication process of surface micromachining is carried 
layer by layer, so the micro optical structures could be defined as one of the layer. Then, 
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by rotating this layer out of the substrate plane, it would become perpendicular to the 
substrate, and the high-aspect ratios optical structures are formed. However, no specific 
assembly is good enough to perform this task. In this dissertation, we provide a new 
batch micro-assembly process by centrifugal force to realize an easy and fast way to form 
complex vertical structures. This new batch micro-assembly process has been tested on 
different micro structures repeatedly to prove the consistency. 
It is generally accepted that surface forces are dominate over volume forces for 
MEMS devices, since by isometric scaling argument, surface area reduction is 
proportional to only 2/3 power of the reduction in volume. Consequently, it is often 
assumed that inertia force is negligible in the presence of other forces such as friction or 
surface forces. However, this dissertation proved that mass does matter to a certain scale 
in MEMS. Our work demonstrated that the inertia force of many MEMS structures could 
overcome friction and surface forces. From this, a novel non-contact method of batch 
auto-assembly of surface micromachined devices is proposed that has many advantages 
over conventional micro-assembling methods. 
1.2 Organization of the thesis 
This dissertation is divided into several chapters. The background and motivation 
have been already given in the previous section. Literature survey will be shown in the 
following chapter. A survey is done on describing different assembling methods for 
surface micromachined structures, and the drawback of those methods will be 
summarized. In Chapter 3, the theory of our proposed micro-assembly and the design of 
the tested micro structures will be presented. Force analysis is done on calculation of 
different micro forces including van der Waals forces, capillary force, casimir force and 
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spring force acting on the desired micro structures，mechanical consideration such as 
allowable stress will be discussed in the same chapter. Various experimental setup and 
results including surface force measurement, assembly experiment, surface profile 
measurement on two identical chips will be reported in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. Monitoring 
system during the assembly will be described in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 will show different 
complex three-dimensional structure by our assembly. The conclusion will be presented 
in Chapter 9 and finally future work will be discussed in Chapter 10. 
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2. Literature Survey 
2.1 Micro Hinges 
As mentioned before, the surface micromachined structures would require folding 
into three-dimensional position. In 1992, Pister developed the micro hinge [1], from 
which rotated micro structures out of wafer plane became possible. The micro hinges 
consisted of a confining staple and a hinge pin. It could be done by selective etching of 
sacrificial silicon dioxide and so the polysilicon plate which connected to the hinge pin 
was free to rotate out of the substrate plane or even became perpendicular to the 
substrate. The microhinge technology benefited to the surface micromachining because it 
allowed the three-dimensional structures to be monolithically integrated with micro 
actuators. 
2.2 Assembly 
2.2.1 Manual Lift Up Process 
Lift up the micro structure manually is one of the traditional ways to perform 
micro assembly. The micro chip is put on the micro probe station, a human operator 
could observe the micro structures through the microscope integrated with the probe 
station, and micro probe is used to touch and move microstmctures; sometimes, multiple 
micro probes are needed to perform the task. However, the yield is very low because the 
micro structures would be easily broken during the assembly. Time consumption is 
another problem because it is difficult to lift all micro structures at the same time. If the 
three-dimensional micro structures are very complex, and involve many parts that needed 
to be lifted, different lift up processes would be performed. In the case of either one of 
the lift-up processes failed, then it would destroy the whole structure. An example of a 
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simple technique was reported as a single-step assembly system in [2], where movement of 
a single plate or structure assembled the entire structure which constrained by hinges, so 
that each part would be reduced to single-degree-of-freedom. The hinges used in [2] also 
needed to be modified to plate-to-plate hinges. Manual assembly was needed to engage 
and lock these structures into position by automatic latches. However, the success rate was 
low as well because the hinges jammed during the rotation. 
2.2.2 Assembly by On-substrate Actuators 
Since the reliability of the manual lift up process was low, on-substrate actuators 
were taken into account to perform the assembly. Different micro actuators such as comb 
drive actuator [3], scratch drive actuator (SDA) [4] and thermal actuators [5] etc were 
fabricated with the desired structures on the substrate. The principle of comb drive 
actuators is to drive the actuators by applied voltage so that it could generate electrostatic 
force between the fixed comb and a pair of movable combs and then produced the motion 
of the actuator. Scratch drive actuator was another electrostatic force based micro 
actuator. It provided a very small step size of movement and operated at a very high 
frequency. Thermal actuators were based on the difference of thermal expansion to 
perform the deformation of actuators. The difference of thermal expansion could be done 
by making the actuator by two different materials which have different thermal 
coefficients or combing a "hot" arm and a "cold" arm in U-shaped geometry. Thermal 
actuators benefit in producing strong force and large deflection. Finally, the actuator 
provided force to pull or push the desired structure so that it could be rotated about the 
hinges and lifted up into position. Usually, other micro structures like linear 
microvibromotor [5], stepping motor [6] and microengine [7] etc. would be combined 
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with several of actuators to drive the desired structure. However, the integration of those 
micro devices are complex including consideration on the direction of force generated 
from the actuators. A number of actuators would be used along with the locking system. 
Robert Reid in [9] reported the combination of linear assembly motor and vertical 
thermal actuator to flip-up micro mirrors automatically. Before the assembly, all 
structures were placed on the surface of the substrate. The assembly required the vertical 
thermal actuator to lift the free-end of the micro mirror slightly to form a triangle with the 
substrate first. Then, the linear assembly motor which consists of a drive actuator array, a 
coupling array and a drive arm, would operate and push the micro mirror to rotate about 
the hinges until the locking mechanism engaged to hold it in the desired position. 
However, the assembly was done by on-substrate actuators. A major drawback is the 
actuators consumed a lot of die surface area which could not be used after the assembly. 
Apart from assembling static three-dimensional micro structure, the method of on-
substrate actuators was applicable and widely used in dynamic micro system like free-
space microoptical bench (FS-MOB) because these systems needed the resulting devices 
to move during the device operation. One example of movable micro mirrors was 
reported in [10], which also showed its applications. The micro mirrors were integrated 
with micro hinges and electrostatic comb-drive actuators. The planar electrostatic comb-
drive actuated the mirrors to rotate about the hinges, the rotation could be controlled to 
tile the mirror to the specific position. The mirror angle could also be controlled by a DC 
source for laser-beam positioning or the mirror could be driven harmonically for laser 
scanning. 
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2.2.3 Assembly by Surface Tension Force 
Surface tension force appeared relatively more significant as the size of the 
structure is reduced. It is because the weight of the structure scaled with volume but 
surface tension force of liquid scaled with length. When the object was as small as micro 
structure, surface tension force become important. Syms reported in [11] which proposed 
an assembly technique by applying surface tension force to bend the structures to the 
desired position. By adding solder on top of a flap which was free to move for one-end, 
when the solder was melted, it would deform to reduce its surface energy. The forces of 
the system became unbalance for the flap, so the bending or rotation would occur until it 
reached equilibrium. The angle of rotation would be set by choosing suitable volume of 
solder initially. However, this assembly required very complex fabrication processes 
which used non-standard materials and required very accurate process control. 
2.2.4 Assembly by Thermal Shrinkage 
The thermal shrinkage of polyimide is another idea which was presented in [12: 
to self-assembly three-dimensional structures for surface micromachined structures. 
Based on relatively large thermal expansion of polyimide, filling polyimide in V-groove 
shaped joint during the fabrication resulted in polyimide shrinkage when it was cured. 
The polyimide contraction length was larger at the top of the V-groove than at the 
bottom, so that the rotation about the joint would bend the free standing structure out of 
the wafer plane. The angle of bending could be controlled by adding numbers of V-
grooves in each joint and different curing temperature. 
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2.2.5 Assembly by Ultrasonic Triboelectricity 
The principle of electrostatic force has been popular and efficiently used in micro 
world like micro actuators which were described before. An electrostatic batch assembly 
was demonstrated in [13] for surface micromachined structures. A piezoelectric (PZT) 
plate was attached to the back of the micro chip or silicon die. The triboelectric charge 
generation for electrostatic actuation was used to drive the PZT plate in the MHz range, 
so that the PZT, silicon substrate and polysilicon micro structure would vibrate. Since 
friction existed between the substrate and micro structures, the rubbing would cause 
electrification charge on them. The like charges would cause the repel force to lift the 
micro structures. Micro hinges were needed to hold one-end of the micro structures for 
rotation. Finally, the surface micromachined flaps would be at equilibrium at the upright 
position by the charge repulsion. The charged structure could be permanent assembly by 
combining different lockers which could be made in the fabrication. 
2.3 Summary of Literature Survey 
Micro-assembly is important for three-dimensional surface-micromachined 
structures. Most approaches described above show that micro hinges are one of the useful 
part to develop complex structures. The microhinges technology was widely used for 
both manual lift up process and on-substrate actuator method because of its simple 
structure and batch fabrication of them could be done easily. Various locking mechanism 
are also needed for permanent assembly in different situations. Several automatic latches 
have been used to engage and lock these structures into position. Assembly is usually 
needed to assemble the three-dimensional structures after fabrication of surface MEMS 
devices. Many approaches mentioned above have inherent disadvantages such as lifting 
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structures manually would destroy them easily and on-substrate actuators would consume 
large die surface area by the actuation system. Some assembly using surface tension 
forces or thermal shrinkage would be difficult in implementation because extra or non-
standard fabrication material were need during the fabrication. The assembly using 
ultrasonic triboelectricity seemed to be the most promising because it did not require 
special processing. However, the charged micro structures after applying the ultrasonic 
triboelectricity may have side effects. Hereby, we propose a fast and reliable assembly 
technique using centrifugal force to lift MEMS structures such that it will not consume 
any chip surface area and provides a low-cost batch micro-assembly process. 
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3. Design & Analysis 
3.1 Micro-Assembly by Centrifugal Force 
From the literature survey, the micro assembly is needed. Although there are 
existing ways for micro-assembly as reported in previous section, a fast, batch and 
reliable micro-assembly method is needed. Centrifugal force will be a good choice to 
perform this job. Centrifugal force (F) can be controlled by the mass, angular speed and 
the rotation radius. 
F = m-r-co^ (3.1) 
Since the assembly applies to the mass of the micro structures that are very small, 
the centrifugal force would be very small. In deed, the force applied on the micro 
structures will be evenly distributed so that the micro structures would not be destroyed 
easily. The location and orientation were considered during the process. The micro chip 
was put perpendicular to the rotating axis, and the surface micromachined micro 
structures were faced outward as illustrated in Figure 3.1. By starting the rotation, the 
micro structures were lifted up from the substrate by the applied centrifugal force during 
the assembly process. Once the force is applied, the micro structures would be pulled 
away from the substrate, so special locking system is needed to make the micro structure 
not to fly away or to be destroyed. When the micro chip is rotated about the rotating axis, 
the micro structures is also predicted to rotate about the micro hinges on substrate. Two 
micro structures, micro mirror and micro rotation sensor, have been designed and 
fabricated by surface micromachining to perform the rotation test and will be presented in 
the following section. 
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(micro stmctures face outward) 
I w ‘ ；,�• i i i ^ H ^ ^ ^ I ^ B 
I 
rotating axis j 
Figure 3.1. Position of the micro chip. 
3.2 Micro Mass Platform 
In general, micro mirrors and micro rotation sensors have a common structural 
property, both of them have a micro mass platform. The mass of the micro mass platform 
takes a great effect from the centrifugal force during the assembly. The sizes of the 
designed micro mass platform are between 1200|um x 600jam to 250jLim x lOOjum. 
3.2.1 Micro Mirror 
Micro mirror was designed and tested because it is a typical component with 
similar structural properties as other micro optical devices in microoptomechanical 
systems. In general, the micro mirror can be classified into 3 parts, mirror plane, lockers 
and micro hinges. Mirror plane is a gold layer which provides a reflective surface, lockers 
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are used for locking the structure in the desired position, and micro hinges provide the 
mirror free to rotate along its axis or the substrate. 
眷 , m n g e 
Figure 3.2. SEM and conceptual drawing for a micro mirror to explain its key components. 
The micro mirrors have been designed for the experiment and fabricated by 
MUMPs. In the design, the structural layer for the mirror plane is polysilicon (Polyl and 
Poly2) and gold, the hinges and the lockers are built by polysilicon (Poly2). Finally, the 
gold layer is added on the mirror plane. The mirror plane is gold coated because it is used 
to reflect the light wave as an optical component. Comparing the density of gold (jdau = 
19.28gm/cm^) with the density of polysilicon {psi =2.33gm/cm^), the density of gold is 
much higher than that of polysilicon, so this mirror plane is analogous to the micro mass 
platform. Therefore, the mass of other parts of the micro mirror can be neglected. The 
mirror plane is also needed to be freed away from the substrate, which can be done by 
adding a sacrificial layer between the substrate and polysilicon. The fabrication layers 
will be discussed in a later section. Since the mirror would be lifted up into the vertical 
position, the micro hinges are needed to put on one side of the micro mirror (see Figure 
3.3). The micro hinge allows the mirror plane to rotate about it, and also protects the 
micro mirror from flying away after fabrication. 
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Figure 3.3. Hinges put on one-side of micro mirror. 
Finally, the polysilicon lockers were built to fix the micro mirror so that it could 
stand in vertical or other desired positions. During the rotation, the lockers would touch 
the mirror plane and bend; when it reached the "T" holes which are on the mirror plane, 
the lockers held the micro mirrors at that position. 
• J l i Mirror plane ^ 
/ < f "T" hole • ! / 
� ”�^Nfc. .^ 'SSjfc , , ‘ ' ' ‘ “ • 
Before locked After locked 
Figure 3.4. Schematic for the micro mirror before and after lockage. 
The length and position of the locker could be calculated with respect to the "T" holes on 
the micro mirror by the Cosine Law (3.2), 
A 2 . d2 —广 2 
Co 邓 8 0 - 的 + 2 : — � (3.2) 
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^ ^ "T" holes position 
' � " 
••‘ « mirror plane 
^ / T v — — 
. • • I W X substrate 
Fix end of the locker hinges position 
Figure 3.5. Schematic of side-view of the micro mirror and locker. 
The angle between the substrate and the mirror plane could be determined by equation 
(3.2). Usually, the mirror plane would need to be kept in vertical position. 
3.2.2 Rotation Sensor 
A rotation sensor has similar structure as a micro mirror, which can be divided 
into four parts, micro mass platform, micro beams, Wheatstone-bridge resistors and bond 
pads. In order to provide sufficient mass for the structure, the gold layer has been coated 
on the mass platform. The micro beams are used to hold the mass platform from the bond 
pads. Other circuits will be connected with the sensor through the bond pads and 
integrated with in a Wheatstonc-bridge configuration for sensing purpose. 
15 
Figure 3.6. SEM of a rotation sensor. 
Since the rotation sensor can be placed perpendicular to the axis of rotation, the 
mass platform can be lifted up so that the beam can be bended. Since the angular velocity 
is directly proportional to the deflection of the mass platform and the bending deflection 
of the beam is directly proportional to the resistance change of the polysilicon, then the 
rotational velocity could be measured [14]. Rotation sensor has been used because of its 
similar structural properties to the micro mirror and it could be used to perform the 
surface force measurement during the rotation. Details of the rotation measurement are 
discussed in the next chapter. 
3.3 Fabrication of Micro Structures 
The Multi-User MEMS Processes (MUMPs) was used to fabricate the micro 
mirrors and rotation sensors. It is a well-known surface micromachining process through 
the world. There are totally 7 layers including 1 nitride layer, 3 polysilicon layers, 2 
oxide/sacrificial layers and 1 gold layer. In this research, two sets of design were 
submitted and made, they are MUMPs43 and MUMPs46. Although the thickness of each 
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layer has already been defined by MUMPs, there was variation in different processes and 
the run data is shown in Table 3.1. 
Run data for M U M P s 4 3 R u n data for M U M P s 4 6 
Film Thickness Standard Film Thickness Standard 
Layer ( _ Deviation …m) Layer ( _ Deviation (lum) 
Nitride 0.589 0.0291 Nitride 0.6024 0.0243 
PolyO 0.4901 0.0033 PolyO 0.5176 “ 0.049 
Oxide 1 2.0529 0.0678 Oxidel 2.0149 0.0721 
Poly1 1.9717 0.0145 Poly1 2.0186 0.0178 
Oxide2 0.7405 0.0407 Oxide2 0.74 0.0359 
Poly2 1.5088 0.0075 Poly2 1.5224 0.0124 
Metal 0.4741 - | Metal 0.5246 -
Table 3.1. Run data for MUMPs43 and MUMPs46. 
In the design, the structural layers of micro mirrors and rotation sensor are Polyl 
layer, Poly2 layer and gold layer. Oxidel layers are fabricated to separate the mass 
platform of the micro mirrors and rotation sensors from the substrate, and the micro 
hinges used both sacrificial layers. Finally, the designed structures were fabricated in 15 
identical micro chips (some are shown in Figure 3.7) in one package which was 
transported from the United State to Hong Kong. 
w^mtm 
Figure 3.7. Some identical micro chips fabricated by MUMPs. 
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3.4 Force Analysis 
In general, there are different forces acting on the system during the assembly 
process. In the following section, the analysis of the centrifugal force, micro-forces 
including van der Waals forces, capillary force and casimir force affecting the structures, 
and the allowable stress acting on the hinges are carried out. 
3.4.1 Centrifugal Force 
Mass is one of the parameters affecting the centrifugal force. Micro mirrors and 
micro rotation sensors have a similar gold coated mass platforms. 
V 3 ' 0 J 
1 
Rotation system 
Figure 3.8. Illustration of the rotation system. 
Centrifugal force {F) is dependent on the mass (m) and angular velocity (R in rpm) as 
shown in following equations, 
F = m • r ' CO ~ 





厂 Volume - o r -n^ 
F = (3.3) 
900 
The mass of the structure has been estimated. As density of gold is much higher than 
polysilicon, it can be assumed that the mass of gold will dominate the and the size of the 
mirror plane will also take sufficient effect in the calculation of centrifugal force. Based 
on the fabrication data, the thickness of the gold layer is known, then the mass of the 
mirror plane can be calculated. By observing equation 3.3, the centrifugal force can be 
changed by different angular velocities. In order to know the safety range of the applied 
force, the surface force and stress analysis were studied and will be presented in the 
following section. 
As a result shown in Figure 3.9, the centrifugal force will be varied with different 
volumes of the mass platform and applied angular velocity. 
Force against Angular Velocity 
1 . 5 . 1 0 � 1 ~ 7 
Size:720000um2 / 
\ /ize:192000um2 
r — y y 
5_10 一 / 、 ？ 
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Q ^ I  
0 2000 4000 
Angular Velocity [rpm] 
Figure 3.9. Centrifugal force against the angular velocity among different size of micro mirrors. 
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3.4.2 Van der Waals Forces 
Van der Waals Forces are well-known to be dominate in the micro domains. These 
are the intermolecular forces between two atoms or small molecules. For the 
intermolecular forces model which was derived in [15], it depends on distance (Z)) 
between them, the atom properties of the bodies (p, Q and the Hamaker constant (A). 
The two spheres model were illustrated in Figure 3.10, and the equation of intermolecular 
energy (W) was given as follows, 
—A R^ R2 
… ― = ^ . (R,+R,) (3.4) 
A 二冗.C-Pi (3.5) 
where p is number of atoms per unit volume and C is coefficient in the atom 
Q r G 
Ri，C] R2,，C2 
Figure 3.10. Illustration for two spheres model on van der Waals forces. 
In general, the Hamaker constant (A) are similar among different materials and it is 
within the range (0.4-4) X lO'^^J. So, the Hamaker constant (A) discussed in this 
dissertation would be approximated in the order of lO'^^J. 
If it is assumed that the two spheres are made of the same material, then Eq. 3.6 can be 
used to calculate the van der Waals forces based on energy equation of Eq. 3.4. 
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= A R 
two spheres — « ； 
(3.6) 
Turning now to the interaction energy for two parallel surface model (See illustration in 
Figure 3.1), the equation of energy {W) and pressure (P) would be given in Eq. 3.7 and 
Eq. 3.8. 
two — surfaces — ^ ^ 
(3.7) 
— iZ-Tl • U 
A 
two _ surfaces — , (3.8) 
— b-7U ' u 
Pi _ _ _ p 2 
D 
A  
Figure 3.11. Illustration for two parallel surface model on van der Waals forces. 
After the pressure (P) is given by Eq. 3.8, so the force should be calculated by 
multiplying the pressure by the area of the platform, which is equal to the width of 
platform (Wpf) multiply by the length of platform (Lpf). 
^two _ surfaces 一 ^two _ surfaces ^^pf ^pf 
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Van der Waals model comparison 
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Figure 3.12. Van der Waals Forces comparison between two model. 
Based on Figure 3.12, the force for the model of two surfaces is much larger than the 
model of the model of two spheres. Since the mass platform and the substrate can be 
analogous to two parallel surfaces, the two parallel surfaces model of van der Waals 
Forces were taken into account in the force analysis. 
3.4.3 Capillary Force - model) 
During the wet etch of sacrificial layers in the fabrication process of surface 
micromachining or under the high humidity environment, the capillary force takes 
sufficient effect on micro structures [16]. The capillary force depends on liquid-air 
interfacial tension {/,), contact angle (6^, radius of the liquid drop (r,) and distance 
between two surfaces (D), the following equation is the approximation made in [16], 
—2.兀./i.cos(的-r】？ 
r capillary — ^ (3.10) 
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where liquid-air interfacial tension (yi) is between 0.1 - 10-3 N/m and 丫i is approximated 
to 7.28x10-3 N/m for MEMS. 
I • 
I solid _ 
f p ^ I ( l i ^ l d 
I J 
； ； 
Figure 3.13. Illustration for two parallel surface for capillary force. 
3.4.4 Capillary Force - model) 
Between the substrate and the mass plate, wetting may exist which causes the 
surface tension and gives rise to the capillary force. There is another approximation for 
the capillary force and the equation of capillary force is given by, 
— 4 .厂.A r e a 
hCapillary ~ "TTT"" (3.11) 
Distance 
where y is the interfacial tension of water in air (approximate to 7.28x10'^ ^Nm"* at room 
temperature). Since four different sizes of mass platform have been designed, the 
following graph presented the changes for the capillary force with the plate-to-substrate 
separation among different sizes of platform. 
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Capillary Force against Distance 
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Figure 3.14. General Capillary force relation with plate-to-substrate separation. 
It can be seen from Figure 3.14 that the calculated capillary force was too large 
which is in the order of lO'^N. It is because the surface area over the plate-to-substrate 
must be less than the area of the mass platform. In deed, there were many holes on the 
mass platform, so the equation was modified by multiplying a constant Sfactor, which is 
less than 1 and the modified equation was shown in Eq. 3.12. 
_ 4 .厂 Area 
尸 Capillary = DistanCC . 了('加 r (3.12) 
In order to take comparison between the capillary force and the centrifugal force 
based on the change of angular velocity, the deflection of the tip of mass platform has 
been estimated and given in Eq. 3.13. 
F-L -
Deflection = ^ ^ • ( 4 - L +3-L (3.13) 
1 2 . f / - bm Pf) 
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The ratio of the force (F) to the Deflection is the spring constant of the beam, and is 
calculated in Eq. 3.14. 
]2' F • T 
_^——=K=2 iz 匕“饥 (3.14) 
Deflection 丄 J . (4 丸 + 3 . 政） 
The plate-to-substrate separation is the summation of the tip deflection and original gap 
which caused from first oxide layer in fabrication process of MUMPs (approximated to 
2|Lim), which is shown in Eq. 3.15. 
Distance = Deflection + original gap (3.15) 
Finally, the equation of capillary force of the micro mirror has been modified to Eq. 3.16. 
— 4 - / ' Area 
^Capillary = TTT；；：： ； ~ ； ^factor (3.16) 
Deflection + original gap 
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Figure 3.15. Relation for the modified capillary force and the angular velocity. 
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Since the capillary force is the attractive force between the mass platform and the 
substrate, the centrifugal force must be large enough to overcome the capillary force, so 
that the micro structures can be assembled and raised up. Assume the centrifugal force 
and capillary force were calculated independently without coupling between them, the 
following figure shows the intersection points on different sizes of the mass platforms. 
Comparison between Centrifugal force and capillary force 
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Figure 3.16. Comparison between centrifugal force and capillary force with different mass platform size. 
3.4.5 Casimir Force 
Casimir Force in [17] is another attractive force between two parallel neutral plates 
in vacuum. It depends on the area (5) and distance (H) between the plates: 
= (3.17) 
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where h is Planck constant, c is speed of light, s is their common area and H is distance 
between the two plates. 
z  
H i  
Figure 3.17. Illustration of two parallel surfaces for casimir force. 
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Figure 3.18. Casimir force against two plates separation. 
3.4.6 Spring force of the beam 
As mentioned before, there are two micro beams that hold the mass platform of 
the rotation sensor. The applied centrifugal force would cause the bending of the beam, 
so deflection (D) of the beam due to the centrifugal force (F) could be given by Eq. 3.18: 
F-L 2 
/ ) = - - ( 4 丸 + 3 • 丄 政 ) (3.18) 
.hm 





Figure 3.19. Schematic drawing of the side-view of the rotation sensor under upward equivalent 
concentrated lift. 
The ratio for the centrifugal force (F) to the deflection (D) of beam is the spring constant 
(Kbm) of the beam. 
\2 - E I 
Kbm = ^ 2 (3.19) 
丄 J . ( 4丸 + 3 .丄 „ ) 
Fspring (3.20) 
The spring force (Fspnng) could be estimated by equation 3.20. Since the spring 
constant was obtained from Eq. 3.19, centrifugal force would usually be the same as 
spring force with respect to angular velocity in order to reach the stable position during 
the rotation. 
3.4.7 Comparison of Forces 
The two graphs below presents the difference among the independently calculated 
forces with different plate-to-plate separation and angular velocities. Based on Figure 
3.20, the value of van der Waals forces and casimir force are very small when the plate-
to-plate separation is in micrometer. On the contrary, capillary force dominates the 
system in this region, so that we may neglect the effect from van der Waals forces and 
casimir force during the micro-assembly process. 
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Comparison among forces w.r.t. separation 
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Figure 3.20. Comparison for the forces w.r.t. separation. 
Referring to Figure 3.21, the results are similar to Figure 3.20, i.e., capillary force 
is also larger than the van der Waals forces and casimir force. However, the intersection 
of capillary force(2) and centrifugal force could not be found in the figure because the 
capillary force(2) was too large. The detail analysis on capillary force is reported on 
chapter 3.4.4. Generally, the capillary force should be smaller due to other factors and it 
could be scaled to match experimental results by multiplying the Sfactor. Capillary 
force(3) is the result when Sfactor equals to 0.003. 
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Comparison among forces w.r.t. angular velocity 
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Figure 3.21. Comparison of the forces w.r.t. Angular Velocity. 
3.4.8 Stress on Polysilicon 
In order not to destroy the hinges used to rotate the microstmctures during the 
centrifugal assembly process, stress on the polysilicon should be estimated. For a typical 
Pister Hinge (see in Figure 3.22), three different areas on the hinges are the weakest parts 
of the whole stmctures. 
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Too large centrifugajjorce break the hinges joint 
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Figure 3.22. Stress acting on the Poly Silicon. 
The tensile stress that acts on these 3 areas can be estimated by Eq. 3.21: 
Fapplied 
"^total 
where FappUed is the minimum centrifugal force to overcome the surface force, Atotai is the 
total area on the specific region. Based on the above equation, we have estimated that 
when the applied centrifugal force to one hinge is 1|liN, the stress acts on the weakest part 
will equal to 3.629xlO'^Pa, which will not exceed the maximum tensile strength of 
polysilicon. The strength of MUMPs polysilicon was given by Sharpe et al. [18] as 
1.20±0.15GPa. In general, sufficient number of hinges should be used to hold the micro 
structures to ensure that the structures will not fly off from the substrate during the 
centrifugal assembly process. 
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4. Surface Force Measurement 
To determine the limitations of the centrifugal-force-assisted assembling method, 
we have performed systematic experiments to ascertain the multi-force interactions of 
structures that consist of a simple mass platform supported by 2 cantilevers. These 
platform-cantilever structures were designed as piezoresistive sensors capable of 
wirelessly transmitting motion information under rotation up to 6250rpm (similar to our 
prior work reported in [14]). These MUMPs surface-micromachined non-contact high-
speed rotation sensors will convert the mechanical deflection or elongation of the 
polysilicon cantilevers into change of electrical resistance, which can be converted into a 
measurable change of voltage by connecting the sensors in a Wheatstone-bridge 
configuration. The voltage output from the bridge circuit is then transmitted by a 
wireless transceiver after voltage to frequency conversion. This allows us to figure out 
the appropriate centrifugal force needed to free a particular structure that is initially 
adhered to the substrate by surface forces. At least 2 structures of each design of different 
mass sizes were tested. Typical dynamic motion of such a structure as a function of the 
angular velocity of a spinning disc is shown in Figure 4.4. The structures are freed when 
sufficient centrifugal force (spin speed) is applied on the mass platform. However, when 
the speed is decreased, the platform will snap down to the substrate at a lower angular 
speed than that of the freed-state. This hysteresis characteristic is repeatable and may be 
attributed to surface-force effects. The corresponding force of the freed-state rpm would 
be the force required to overcome the surface force for particular mass size. 
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4.1 Experimental Setup 
The rotation sensors were integrated with the Wheatstone-bridge circuits and 
fabricated in a micro chip using MUMPs process as described in [14]. The micro chip 
was put on top of a PCB so that the wire-bond machine could be used to bond the wire to 
connect the rotation sensors to PCB. Then, the PCB was connected with the wireless 
circuits which transmit the signal to the receiver's computer and then estimated the 
revolution of the rotation system. In order to reduce airflow from the surrounding during 
high speed rotation, a cover was used to protect the chip. (MUMPs structures have been 
observed to break and fly off the substrate by small amount of air flow.) 
•
micro chip :: ！ 
cover ^ ^ 
Before covered After covered 
Figure 4.1. The MUMPs chip integrated with the PCB and protected by the cover. 
Apart from the micro chip, a rotation system was built to perform the experiment. 
The rotation system is capable to provide high-speed revolution up to 6250rpm and the 




Figure 4.2. Rotating system including motor, optical encoder, controller and micro chip. 
4.2 Experimental Result 
4.2.1 Control Experiment of Rotation Sensor 
Since the deflection of the tip of the rotation sensor is proportional to the rotations 
speed of the system, the output frequency from the wireless transmitter is proportional to 
the angular velocity as shown in Figure 4.3. The experiment was carried out several times 
with the angular velocity increased from 0 to 2500rpm and vise versa. The symbol "lst+" 
means the process for the first time to increase from 0 to 2500rpm and the "3rd-" means 
the process for the third time to decrease from 2500 to Orpm. This control experiment 
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Figure 4.3. Experiment results of the control experiment result for the rotation senor. 
4.2.2 Freed-state and Snap-down-state 
However, "jumping states" (we called them freed-state and snap-down-state) 
occurred during the experiment for some of the sensor structures (see Figure 4.4). This 
phenomenon is possibly due to the surface force between the substrate and the mass 
platform, so the relationship of the freed-state and the snap-down-state of the platform 
were analyzed between various platform geometries. 
8 
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Figure 4.4. Typical motion of a platform suspended by two cantilevers beams under rotation (receiver 
frequency is the wireless signal received and is proportional to the position of a platform). 
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4.2.3 Summary of the Experimental Data 
Since the freed-state and snap-down-state have occurred during the experiment, 
further analysis was needed. For further investigations, a collection of data has been 
taken and summarized by comparing different size of the rotation sensor's structure, 
including length of platform, width of platform, length of beam and width of beam, the 
freed-state and the snap-down-state. Figure 4.5 shows the symbols used to describe the 
rotation sensors based on their platform and beam dimensions. These symbols will be 
used in the following tables and figures for distinguish different sensor designs. 
_ B-Length(Lbm) _ ^P-Length(Lpf) ^ 
I "I 个 
P-Width (Wpf) 
B-Width (Wbm) 
^ P • - \t 
di 
P-width P-length B-width B-length PlatformArea 
Jump(rpm) snap(rpm) (|im) (|im) P w/l ratio (|im) (譯） B w/l ratio 
Version 1 ^ 1200 ^ 2 20 200 0.1 720000 
Version 2a 1 4 6 5 ~ 600 — 1200— 0.5 — 20 ‘ 100 “ 0.2 — 720000 — 
Version 2b 1 4 1 6 ~ 6 0 0 — 1200— 0.5 — 20 _ 100 “ 0.2 一 720000 — 
Version 3 783 — 1200 600 2 30 100 0.3 — 720000 
Version 4 1913 1092 — 6 0 0 ~ 3 2 0 1.875 1 4 ~ 100 0.14 — 192000 
Version 5 2442.5 1317 ^ 320 ~ T . 8 7 5 30 100 0.3 192000 
Version 6a 1 6 5 0 ~ 1 6 0 7 ~ 6 0 0 — 320 1.875 一 30 200 0.15 — 192000 — 
Version 6b 1453 795 6 0 0 — 320 — 1.875 ~ 30 200 “ 0.15 — 192000 
Version 7 1480.05 814.8 6 0 0 — 320 1.875 ~ 30 200 ‘ 0.15 一 192000 
Version 8 3019.27?" 705.075~ 3 2 0 — 160 — 2 ~ 12 200 “ 0.06 — 51200 — 
Version 9 1992.9 3 4 2 . 4 ? " 3 2 0 — 160 一 2 一 12 200 “ 0.06 — 51200 — 
Version 10 3964.35 1584.75 6 0 0 — 160 3.75 — 12 200 “ 0.06 — 96000 
Version 11 1242.8 0 320 ~ ~ 3 0 0 T ^ 6 6 6 6 7 18 T ^ Q s ~ 96000 
Version 12— 828.15 ~ 491.3571" 320 160 2 12 200 0 . 0 6 ~ 51200 
Version 13 759.3 0 600 160 ~ 3 . 7 5 8 100 Q?08~ 96000 
Version 1 ~ 1943 .5F" 8 6 6 . 6 l ~ 6 0 0 — 160 3.75 一 12 200 “ 0.06 一 96000 — 
Version 15 1715.16 995.76 600 160 ~ 3 . 7 5 30 ~ ^ 96000 
Version 16 1588.8 0 | 320 丨 300 丨1.066667丨 18 100 0.18 96000 
Figure 4.5. Symbols labeled for the rotation sensors. 
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The first experimental analysis was done on the freed-state and snap-down-state 
as shown in Figure 4.6. In each pair of data for freed-state and snap-down-state, the 
angular velocity at freed-state is always higher than that of snap-down-state. Sometimes, 
the snap-down-state does not occur, but these cases usually happened for smaller freed-
state only. 
Freed-state correspond to Snap-down-state 
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Figure 4.6. Comparison between freed-state and snap-down state. 
Without considering the data for 0-rpm snap-down-state, a graph (see Figure 4.7) 
for the snap-down-state against freed-state was plotted. Although there are some irregular 
points, they are generally directly proportional. 
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Snap-down-state against Freed-state 
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Figure 4.7. Freed-state proportional to snap-down-state. 
In order to assemble micro structures using this rotation system, the assembly 
force should overcome the freed-state, so analysis was done on finding the cause for the 
freed-state. Based on the Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, we have plotted and compared the 
different freed-state with different geometric dimensions. It was found that the freed-state 
did not depend on one specific platform dimension only. Taking Figure 4.8 as an 
example, the freed-state occurred in different angular velocity even the platform width 
were the same. Similarly, no consistent result can be found in Figure 4.10 which showed 
the result on platform W/L ratio with freed-state. 
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Figure 4.8. P-Width against Freed-state. 
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Figure 4.9. P-Length against Freed-state. 
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Figure 4.10. Platform W/L ratio against Freed-state. 
Apart from the geometric analysis for the platform, the analysis for the beam has 
also been taken. Based on Figures Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13, the results 
were found similar as the comparison on platform dimension. The change of beam width 
or length does not clearly affect the angular velocity of which the freed-state occurs. 
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Figure 4.11. B-Width against Freed-state. 
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Figure 4.12. B-Length against Freed-state. 
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Figure 4.13. Beam W/L ratio against Freed-state. 
Although no conclusion could be drawn based on each individual geometrical 
dimension, the freed-state and snap-down-state were believed to be caused by capillary 
effect between the platform and the substrate. Finally, the analysis on platform size/area 
was done. Generally speaking, our tested rotation sensors can be divided into 4 groups 
based on their different of platform sizes. By comparing the average freed-state angular 
velocity on each group, significant result was found as shown in Figure 4.14. In general, 
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larger mass platforms will need lower rpm to free them. Although platforms as small as 
320|am x l60 |Lim were all freed successfully, the range of required spinning speed to free 
them is more sporadic than the large platforms (greater experimental error bars as shown 
in Figure 4.14.). This may be an indication of surface forces, which depends on many 
factors, including humidity and temperature, becoming more dominate as a mass 
becomes smaller. 
Freed-state for the 4 groups mass platfrom 
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Figure 4.14. The "freed-state" for 4 different sizes of MUMPs mass platforms. The angular velocity at 
which each platform type is freed from the substrate can be related to the centrifugal force acting on the 
micro platforms. 
4.3 Comparison between Modelled Results and Experimental Data 
In this section, the difference between the modelled results and the experimental 
data is compared. As presented in section 3.4.7, the capillary force should dominate the 
system and the detail comparison between centrifugal force and capillary force was 
reported in Figure 3.16. Those intersection points were picked as the modelled results and 
compared with the experimental data. The freed-state comparison was found as shown in 
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Figure 4.15. It is observed that the general trend between the experimental and modelled 
results is similar. There is an offset between the two curves where the experimental data 
was always smaller than the modelled result. However, this is reasonable because there 
were approximation constants in the model equation. 
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Figure 4.15. Freed-state comparison between experimental data and modelled result. 
Apart from the freed-state, the force needed to free them was compared between 
the experiment and model. The value of force were calculated base on Eq. 3.1. It was 
found that the value of force for experimental data was always higher then that for 
modelled results. Indeed, the force was directly proportional to the size of platform. 
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Figure 4.16. Force comparison between experimental data and modelled result. 
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5. Assembly Experiment 
After analyses of forces acting on the micro structures were performed and the 
interacting forces are more clearly explained, more assembly experiments were carried 
out. Typical micro mirrors have been used for the experiments. The micro mirrors 
contain gold coated mass platform with 2 traditional locking systems. 
5.1 Experimental Setup 
Experiments were also carried out on the same rotation system. Some of the 
assembled micro mirrors on a micro chip by MUMPs are shown in Figure 5.1. Similarly, 
the micro chip was mounted on the PCB and put onto the rotation axis. The wireless 
circuit was not connected during the experiment to ensured that the micro structures 
would not be affected by other electronic devices. Of course, the chip was also protected 
by the cover, which was used to eliminate the airflow caused during the rotation. Since 
the electric circuits were not connected to the micro chip, another method was used to 
monitor the assembled structure. A high-magnification optical three-dimensional 
microscope (Hirox three-dimensional microscope) was used to observe the micro chip. 
The batch micro-assembly process was tested to investigate the performance and 
repeatability. Four identical MUMPs chips were tested and the results were very 
consistent. 
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Figure 5.1. Centrifugally assembled micro mirrors which were fabricated on MUMPs chip. 
5.2 Experimental Results 
A number of MUMPs micro mirrors have been fabricated for centrifugal assembly 
tests. The masses were classified into four different groups based on their size and locker 
system. The different mass designs are given in Table 5.1. 
Type Size of m a s s Locker system Surface area 
I eOOxSOO^im^ Traditional latches 600x41 
li 300x200|am2 Traditional latches 300x376)am^^ 
~ M l 250x1 O O i W Traditional latches 2 5 0 x 2 1 ^ 
IV 300x20CVm2 V-shape latches 3 0 0 x 3 7 6 | W 
j . m m 睡國 
Traditional Latch V-shape Latch  
Table 5.1. Different sizes of mirrors were tested. 
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The overall surface area of the mirror is usually slight larger than the size of mass 
platform and the CAD drawing is shown in Figure 5.2. In the dissertation, micro mirrors 
would be described by the size of mass platform but not the surface area. 
« • • 
size of mass platform 
1 ‘ 
Figure 5.2. CAD drawing of micro mirrors. 
By increasing the angular velocity, different sizes of mirrors rotated up from 
horizontal to vertical position. When the rotation system reached the maximum angular 
velocity of about 6250rpm (a limitation of our current rotation system), most of the 
600x3 00|Lim micro-mirrors have locked successfully into vertical position. Centrifugal 
forces applied on larger mass size are greater at the same angular velocity. So, Type I 
mirrors can be assembled at a smaller angular velocity than Type II and III mirrors. 
When the angular velocity is at 6250rpm, the centrifugal forces applied on Type I, Type 
II, and Type III mirrors are 2.23xlO"^N, 
7.45x10-〜，and 3.10x10-、， 
respectively. In 
Figure 5.3, arrays of assembled mirrors are shown after a MUMPs chip is rotated under a 
certain angular velocity. 
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Figure 5.3. Different sizes of mass assembled by centrifugal force. The white structures in the picture 
represent the unassembled structures (reflection from gold layer), and the gray structures are the assembled 
structures with black shadows. 
It was observed that some micro mirrors would stand out of substrate even if the 
latches were not engaged and locked. It was possibly due to the friction of hinges which 
will be proved in the Chapter 7, so that the mirrors did not fall back to horizontal 
position. By counting the number of lifted mirror with respect to different size in every 
1200rpm, the trajectory for the lifted micro mirror against the angular velocity was found 
as shown in Figure 5.4. Type I micro mirror started to be lifted about 1200rpm, and the 
number of Type I micro mirror lifted increased with the angular velocity. It seemed that 
even the size of micro mirror were the same, the freed-state could be different. This 
variation may come from other factors such as the friction on the hinges and the initial 
gap between the mass platform and the substrate. On the other hand, Type II and Type III 
started to be lifted at a larger angular velocity. Since Type III micro mirror has the 
smallest size and mass, it started to be lifted about 4800rpm. Although there were 
variations of lifted up angular velocity in each type of micro mirror, the result proved that 
larger mass platform would give larger force than smaller sizes of mass during the 48 
rotation, so the freed-state occurred at the smaller angular velocity. However, it is found 
that the assembly experimental result was different from the theoretical result which was 
done in Section 3.4.4. Different sizes of mass platform have been estimated to be freed 
between 2000 to BOOOrpm in the analysis, but most micro mirrors were lifted after 
SOOOrpm as shown in Figure 5.4. It is because the theoretical analysis was only done on 
the comparison between capillary force and centrifugal force for different size of rotation 
sensors. Although both rotation sensors and micro mirrors have similar size of mass 
platform, micro hinges were integrated with the micro mirrors. The friction caused from 
the micro hinges compensated the centrifugal force so that higher angular velocity was 
needed to lift the micro mirrors for the same size of mass platform. The friction should 
take into consideration if using micro hinges to form three-dimensional micro structures. 
Number of mirrors lifted againist angular velocity 
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Figure 5.4. Number of micro mirrors assembled versus angular velocity, with mirror size as a parameter. 
Since the number of micro mirrors in each group are not the same, Figure 5.5 has 
been plotted showing the percentage of mirrors lifted versus the angular velocity. As 
shown in the figure, all the Type I micro mirror has been lifted before 4800rpm, about 
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50% of Type II micro mirror has been lifted at this angular velocity, and the assembled 
percentage of this type of micro mirror has been increased to above 90% when the 
angular velocity reached 6250rpm. At the same time, the percentage of Type III micro 
mirror has been increased from zero to 22%. 
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Figure 5.5. Percentage of micro mirrors assembled versus angular velocity, with mirror size as a parameter. 
In Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, there are curves for other remaining micro mirrors in 
MUMPs43, which is named as "Other". In general, most of those micro mirrors were 
using another locking system (V-shape latches with mass platform in 300)Lim x 200fam). 
Also, some of them were traditional latched micro mirror within the range 600^m x 
SOOf^ m to 300|am x 200jLim, but they were different geometrical structures. Although 
most micro mirrors for this group were using different locking system, the result was 
close to the Type II micro mirror. From the above results, we conclude that the size of the 
micro mass platform would dominant the system. To sum up, the success rate to lift up all 
the micro mirrors was about 70% when angular velocity reached 6250rpm as shown in 
Figure 5.6. We speculate that the success rate could be increased by higher angular 
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velocity of the rotation because the trajectory of Type III micro mirror should be increase 
in the Figure 5.6. 
Percentage of all mirror lifted against angular veloicty 
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Figure 5.6. Percentage of mirror lifted on the MUMPs43. 
This self-assembly process has been verified to be very successful. None of the 
micro mirrors were destroyed during the assembling process because the applied 
centrifugal force was small and did not exceed the maximum tensile strength of 
polysilicon. 
UKO- 1S0X St«MlA-SCl 
Figure 5.7. The batch micro-asscmblcd mirror arrays. 
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5.3 Comparison among different chips 
The experimental result shown in the previous section was obtained from one of the 
micro chip on MUMPs43. In order to find the average yield of the assembly, similar 
experiments were carried out on 3 more identical micro chips. The comparison would be 
carried out based on the percentage of each type of lifted micro mirrors. 
Chip B was selected for testing because of its irregularities shown as Figure 5.8. 
Some Type I micro mirrors were not placed on the horizontal position and they were 
lifted before the assembly test. Moreover, the case not only happened on Chip B but also 
found in some chips in the same package of MUMPs. It seemed that the phenomenon was 
caused from the transportation of the MUMPs chips, i.e., the vibration or rotation 
occurred during the transportation from United State to Hong Kong could assemble some 
of the micro structures. 
Figure 5.8. Some mirrors already lifted up before the rotation experiment. 
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The chips were verified that the micro structures were not destroyed by the 
transportation before our centrifugal experiments. From same experiment, percentage of 
lifted micro mirrors was plotted. Those pre-assembled micro mirrors were considered as 
lifted mirrors so that Type I mirror mirrors were shown as 50% lifted at the beginning in 
Figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.9. Percentage of micro mirrors lifted versus angular velocity, with mirror size as a parameter. 
(Chip B) 
The graph showed similar result as that of the first tested micro chip (Chip A), 
Type I micro mirrors were lifted with a lower angular velocity than Type II micro 
mirrors, and Type III micro mirrors have the lowest yield. All Type I micro mirrors could 
also be lifted before 4800rpm and 50% Type II micro mirrors were lifted at 6250rpm 
Finally, Chip C and Chip D were also tested. None of micro mirrors were lifted 
on both chips before the centrifugal assembly as shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.10. Chip C without lifted micro mirror. 
Figure 5.11. Chip D without lifted micro mirror. 
The assembly results for Chip C, Chip D and the previous tested chips were very 
close. The results were consistent and all Type I micro mirrors could be lifted before 
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4800rpm and the percentage of lifted Type II and III micro mirrors increased as the 
angular velocity increased. 
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Figure 5.12. Percentage of micro mirrors lifted versus angular velocity, with mirror size as a parameter. 
(Chip C) 
Percentage of mirrors lifted againist angular velocity (Chip D) 
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Figure 5.13. Percentage of micro mirrors lifted versus angular velocity, with mirror size as a parameter. 
(Chip D) 
To summarize the results for Chip A, Chip B, Chip C and Chip D, a comparison 
was made on two specific angular velocities as shown in Table 5.2. When angular 
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velocity reached 3600rpm, there were about 80% of lifted Type I micro mirrors on 
average and those micro mirrors were observed to be lifted staring from a lower angular 
velocity. Although there were lifted Type II micro mirrors at 3600rpm on Chip A, it may 
be neglected since it could not be observed on Chip B, Chip C and Chip D. So, both Type 
II and Type III micro mirror could be considered as 0% lifted at this angular velocity. 
Finally, when angular velocity reached the maximum angular velocity (6250rpm) of the 
rotation system, all Type I micro mirrors were lifted in all chips without been destroyed, 
and the Type II micro mirrors have a lower lifted percentage (60%) followed by Type III 
micro mirrors have 10% lifted. The result showed the centrifugal micro-assembly was 
applicable with very high reliability and repeatability. It was observed that all types of 
micro mirrors were not destroyed during the micro-assembly process. The lifted 
percentage were also similar among different chips at the same angular velocity, it could 
be explained that the chips were identical containing same micro structures, the effect 
from centrifugal force should be the same on each of them and similar result should be 
obtained. Although there were some variations among the data, the overall trajectories 
were consistent. 
I Chip A I Chip B | Chip C | Chip D | Average 
Angular Velocity at 3600rpm (Unit in % ) 
Type I 1^6.36363636186.363636361 100 |45.45454545| 79.54545  
Type II 14.28571429 0 _ 0 — 0 3.571429 
Type III I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 
Angular Velocity at 625Qrpm  
Type I I 100 100 100 100 100 
Type II 91.42857143 ^ 7 ^ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 " ^ 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 & . 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 61.74603 
Type III |22.85714286|2.564102564|5.128205128|l0.25641026| 10.20147 
Table 5.2. Lifted percentage among the chip at two specific angular velocity. 
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6. Assembly Experiment (Double Chips) 
The rotation system can be also mounted with two or more micro chips to perform 
the centrifugal micro-assembly. An experiment was performed to demonstrate the 
possibility to assembly at least two chips in one process. 
6.1 Experimental Setup 
Two identical micro chips were selected. The chips were put on two different PCBs 
which were mounted to the rotation disc (see Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2). Since the chips 
were also fabricated from the design of MUMPs43, they were named Chip E and Chip F. 
Figure 6.1. Two identical chips put on separate PCBs. 
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Chip F ^ H J i l l l ^ ^ 鐘 
Figure 6.2. Both PCBs mounted on the rotation disc and system. 
6.2 Experimental Results 
6.2.1 Surface Profile measurement 
A preliminary surface profile test was carried out to ensure the consisteny of both 
chips before applying centrifugal force. The surface profile test was done by the WYKO 
measuring system. One mirror was chosen on each type of micro mirror to perform the 
test and the 3D profiles are shown in the following figures. 
•
wti m 
Chip E Chip F 
Figure 6.3. Type I micro mirrors (600)imx300|Lim). 
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Figure 6.4. Type II micro mirrors (300)amx200|Lim). 
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Chip E Chip F 
Figure 6.5. Type III micro mirrors (250|Limx200|j,m). 
The results show that the fabrication was consistent and the micro structures on 
the chips were similar. Since the WYKO measured the surface profile, the height 
difference between the top most layer and the substrate could be found. It was useful to 
check the initial separation between the substrate and the micro mirrors. As mentioned 
before, the mass platform on the micro mirrors is composed of Poly 1 layer (2|Lim), Poly2 
layer (1.5^m) and gold layer (0.5|am), so the overall thickness of the mass platform is 
about 4|Lim. Ideally, there should be a initial separation between the platform and the 
substrate, which was caused by the sacrificial layer (Oxide 1) thickness. 
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For a Type I micro mirror in Chip E, the profile of its width is shown in Figure 
6.6. It was found that the height variation occurred from center to the sides 
symmetrically. If the thickness of mass platform is constant, then the measurement shows 
that bending occurs from center to the sides symmetrically along the width with 
maximum height variation equal to 2jLim. The bending was expected because of a residual 
stress was caused by the fabrication process of depositing different materials. The 
average radius of curvature along the width profile is measured to be 20.34jLim. The 
vertical distance between the most top layer at the center and the substrate is 5.0^m. On 
the other hand, the profile of its length was shown in Figure 6.7. The height variation 
along the length on the mass platform is 2.2\xm. And the average radius of curvature 
along the length profile is 17.04mm. The vertical distance between the most top layer at 
the center and substrate is 4.8|am. 
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Figure 6.6. Width profile for Type I micro mirror on Chip E. 
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Figure 6.7. Length profile for Type I micro mirror on Chip E. 
Comparing with an identical Type I micro mirror on Chip F, the profile of its 
width and length are shown in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9, respectively. The height 
variation along its width was measured to be 23\im with radius of curvature of 
20.83mm. The vertical distance between the top most layer at center and substrate would 
be 4.9|Lim. Similarly, the profile of its length show the height variation to be about 2.1|Lim. 
The radius of curvature along its length was measured to be 17.87mm. The vertical 
distance between the top most layer at the center and substrate was 5|um. 
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Length profile of Type III micro mirror on Chip F 
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Figure 6.8. Width profile for Type I micro mirror on Chip F. 
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Figure 6.9. Length profile for Type I micro mirror on Chip F. 
The detail measurement for a Type II micro mirror on Chip E was also done. The 
profile of its width is shown in Figure 6.10. The height variation along its width and its 
length were 0.5|Lim and 0.4^m, respectively. The profile of its length is shown in Figure 
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6.11. The average radius of curvature along the width and length were measured to be 
20.61mm and 18.09mm, respectively. The vertical distance between the top most layer 
along the width and length were 5.1^im and 4.6|Lim, respectively. 
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Figure 6.10. Width profile for Type II micro mirror on Chip E. 
Length profile of Type II micro mirror on Chip E 
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Figure 6.11. Length profile for Type II micro mirror on Chip E. 
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Similarly, Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 show the width and length profile for a 
Type II micro mirror on Chip F，respectively. The average radius of curvature along its 
width was 19.25mm, and that along its length was 17.92mm. The height variation along 
its width and length were different, and were equal to 0.7|im and 0.6|Lim, respectively. 
The vertical distance between the substrate and the top most layer along width and length 
were 5.2|Lim and 4.9|Lim, respectively. 
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Figure 6.12. Width profile for Type II micro mirror on Chip F. 
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Length profile of Type III micro mirror on Chip F 
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Figure 6.13. Length profile for Type II micro mirror on Chip F. 
The surface profile for a Type III micro mirror on Chip E are shown in Figure 
6.14 and Figure 6.15, which indicate the width and length, respectively. The height 
variation along the width was 0.4|Lim, and along the length was 0.1|Lim. The radius of 
curvature along its width and length were 20.72mm and 24.65mm, respectively. The 
vertical distance between the substrate and the most top layer were 5.1|Lim and Sjum, 
respectively. 
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Width profile of Type III micro mirror on Ch^ E 
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Figure 6.14. Width profile for Type III micro mirror on Chip E. 
Length profile of Type III micro mirror on Chp E 
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Figure 6.15. Length profile for Type III micro mirror on Chip E. 
The last surface profile measurement was done on a Type III micro mirror on 
Chip F. The profile of its width and length are shown in Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.17, 
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respectively. The average radius of curvature along the width and length were 20.49mm 
and 24.42mm, respectively. The height variation along the width was O.VjLim, and that 
along the length was 0.1|Lim. The vertical distance between the top most layer at the 
center and the substrate was 5.0|Lim along the width profile, and 4.9jLim along the length 
profile. 
Width profile of Type III micro mirror on Chip F 
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Figure 6.16. Width profile for Type III micro mirror on Chip F. 
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Length profile of Type III micro mirror on Chip F 
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Figure 6.17. Length profile for Type III micro mirror on Chip F. 
6.2.2 Summary of the surface profile measurement 
A summary was done based on the measured parameters which was mentioned in 
the previous section. The comparison was made between same type of micro mirrors on 
Chip E and Chip F. The data is useful to estimate the initial separation between the 
substrate and the micro mass platform. 
Chip E Chip F 
Height Radius of Vertical Height Radius of Vertical 
variation (lam) |curvature (mm)| distance (|Lim) variation (^im) |curvature (mm)| distance (^im) 
Direction Type I (600x300) Type I  
along width 2 I 20.34 5 ^ 20.83 4.9 
along length “ 2.2 17.04 4.8 2.1 17.87 5 一 
Type II (300x200) Type II  
along width 0.5 I 20.61 一 5.1 0.7 19.25 5.2 
along length" 0.4 18.09 4.6 0.6 17.92 4.9 — 
Type III (250x200) Type III  
along width 0.4 20.72 5.1 0.7 20.49 5 — 
along length! 0.2 24.7 5 0.1 | _ 24.42 4.9 — 
Table 6.1. Summary of the surface profile on several types of micro mirrors on Chip E and Chip F. 
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It could be concluded that the vertical distance between the substrate and the top 
most layer were between 4.6|Lim and 5.2|Lim. This can be explained from the summation 
of overall thickness of the structure (4|Lim) and adding the initial gap caused from the 
sacrifice/Oxide 1 layer (2|am). However, since the mirror planes were only held by hinges 
which allowed the micro mirror to move, the initial gap would be less then 2jLim. 
Comparing the average radii of curvature along the width and that along the length, the 
radii of curvature along the width are usually larger than that along the length for Type I 
and Type II, but not Type for III. The average radii of curvature along the width for all 
measured micro mirrors lied in the range 19.25mm �2 0 . 8 3 m m which are very close. 
These results may be due to the fact that one end of the micro mirror was held by several 
hinges which reduce the bending along the width. The height variation for Type I is 
always larger than Type II，and Type III is also smaller than Type II. This may be 
explained by the fact that larger platform size would cause larger bending or height 
variation due to residual stress. 
6.2.3 Assembly Results 
The result of centrifugal assembly on Chip E and Chip F are shown in Figure 6.18 
and Figure 6.19, respectively. Generally, the percentage change of lifted micro mirror 
were very close on both chips. Type I micro mirror has been lifted 100% on both chips 
after reaching 4800rpm, but the yield percentages of Type II and Type III micro mirror 
were smaller. 
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Percentage of mirrors lifted againist angular velocity (Chip ET) 
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Figure 6.18. F\Tccnlagc of micro mirrors lifted versus angular velocity, with mirror size as a parameter. 
(Chip ID 
O n e observa t ion was found that the yield pcrccntagc of Type II and Type III 
micro mirrors on Chip li were usually lower than that on Chip F. This may be expla ined 
f rom the sur facc prof i le measurement as suniniar izcd in Table 6.1 of the prev ious scct ion. 
The hcighl var iat ions on Chip F were usually higher than Chip I：, which niciins thai ihc 
separat ion be tween niicro mirrors and substrate on Chip I- should he larger than thai on 
Chip 1.:, so the sur facc tbrcc ( � r m i c m rmrrors dii Ch ip H sluuikl be general ly larger than 
thai on Chip 1-. Then , ihc micro m i n o r s on Chip 1. coiiKl be lifted easier than Chip h. 
~o 
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Figure 6.19. Percentage of micro mirrors lifted versus angular velocity, with mirror size as a parameter. 
(Chip F) 
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7. Assembly Experiment (Monitoring System in MUMPs46) 
7.1 Experimental Setup 
Experiment were done on MUMPs46, which included new three-dimensional 
structures and modified micro mirrors, so that the deflection of the micro mirror could be 
estimated in real time. Since the lift-up process of the micro mirror caused the bending of 
the traditional latches (see Figure 7.1), some modifications were done on the design of 
latches so that the latches could be integrated with a Wheatstone-bridge circuit (see 
Figure 7.2), similar to the circuit used for rotation sensor as described before. 
n r i H i i P ： ： ： ! 
‘‘ . 20pm MAO« ssox 
^ � „ , « . - , JP I 1 SHT«20.00 kV WD= 43 mm 
Latches with no bending before assembly Latches bend after assembly 
Figure 7.1. Traditional latches before and after the micro mirror was lifted up. 
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Wheatstone-bridge micro mirror 




Figure 7.2. SEM and CAD drawing of traditional latches integrated with a Wheatstone-bridge circuit. 
The latches were made of polysilicon with piezoresistive property, so the bending 
of the latches would be directly proportional to the resistance change of the polysilicon. 
By using the similar data acquisition method was used in surface force measurement, the 
deflection of micro mirror was estimated. 
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7.2 Experimental Results 
Various modified Type I micro mirrors were tested in the experiment. Chip G 
(Version 1) was used because this micro mirror normally lay in horizontal position as 
shown in Figure 7.3. An important phenomenon was found: the receiver frequency 
contained several jumping states as shown in Figure 7.4. The jumping states occurred 
when the angular velocity increased from 0 to 5800rpm. It was found that the magnitude 
of the first jumping state was much larger than the remaining jumping states. Since the 
receiver frequency should be directly proportional to the bending of latches, the larger 
magnitude of the jumping state meant larger deflection or bending occurred at that 
angular velocity. The first jumping state (freed-state) could be explained from the surface 
force between the micro mirror and the substrate, which was similar to the surface force 
measurement. Before the angular velocity reached 1500rpm, the centrifugal force was too 
small to overcome the surface force, so that the mirror did not lift. 
Figure 7.3. Initial position of Type I micro mirror (Chip G, Version 1). 
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Receiver frequency change on Type I micro mirror (Chip G, v l ) 
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Figure 7.4. Receiver frequency change on Chip G (Version 1). 
When the angular velocity increased to about 1500rpm, the centrifugal force was 
larger than surface force, so the mirror was lifted and caused the latches to bend. The 
explanation for the remaining jumping states should be that the friction existed between 
the hinge pin and the confining staple would retard the movement of the plate. During the 
increase of the angular velocity, micro mirror could not rotate smoothly and jammed at 
some points because of the friction on the micro hinges. When the angular velocity 
increased to the certain value such that the centrifugal force is larger than the friction, 
another jumping state occurred. These phenomenon repeated several times until the 
angular velocity reached 5800rpm. Finally, the angular velocity was decreased from 5800 
to Orpm and remained relatively constant, indicating that the mirror was locked in place 
by the latches. Figure 7.5 shown the final position of this micro mirror. 
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• m 
Figure 7.5. Final position of Type I micro mirror (Chip G, Version 1). 
After the above experiment was done, a similar test was done on another Type I 
micro mirror which was on the same chip, named Chip G (Version 2). However, since 
Chip G has already been tested before, we found that version 2 mirrors were lifted during 
the previous rotation assembly, so the freed-state could not be found in the measurement 
as before(Figure 7.6). However, the jumping state caused by the friction could be 
observed and there was no change of receiver frequency when the angular velocity was 
decreased. 
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Receiver frequency change on Type I micro mirror (Chip G,v2) 
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Figure 7.6. Receiver frequency change on Chip G (Version 2). 
In order to prove that the freed-state should not be found if the micro mirror was 
already lifted, Chip H (See Figure 7.7) was tested because it was already lifted before the 
assembly started. The result is shown in Figure 7.8. It has similar result as Figure 7.6 in 
that no freed-state was found but jumping states still occurred. 
r ^ 声,yf /I丨丨,丨丨入丨'_藝 ‘ 
P ^ I I H H I I I i ^ S H 
Figure 7.7. Initial position of tested Type I micro mirror on Chip H. 
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Receiver frequency change on Type I micro mirror (Chip H) 
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Figure 7.8. Receiver frequency change on Chip H. 
Similar experiment was done on the other Type I micro mirrors on Chip I and 
Chip G. The result for Chip I is shown in Figure 7.9. The freed-state and two more 
jumping state could be found when the angular velocity was increased. It shows that the 
measurement from the latches were reliable and repeatable. 
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Figure 7.9. Receiver frequency change on Chip I. 
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The result of Type I micro mirror on Chip J is shown in Figure 7.10. It was 
observed that there was a snapping state after 3800rpm and then the receiver frequency 
remained constant no matter if the angular velocity was increased or decreased. After 
comparing the final position of the Type I micro mirror on Chip J (See Figure 7.11) and 
Figure 7.5, the micro mirror on Chip J was successfully engaged and locked in vertical 
position for this testing. 
Receiver frequency change on Type I micro mirror (Chip J) 
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Figure 7.10. Receiver frequency change on Chip J. 
Figure 7.11. Final position of Type I micro mirror on Chip J. 
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8. Other tested micro structures 
Apart from the described micro mirrors, some other micro structures were fabricated 
in MUMPs43 and MUMPs46 and they were lifted during the experiment. The arrays of 
“poly—tower” (300|Lim x 400jum floor) structures and "Tsing-ma Bridge" (see Figure 8.1) 
were self-assembled successfully. 
『—^^^^^^^ iHiiimiii^nim 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8.1. Tri-level “poly一tower” assembled by centrifugal force. The floors are 
connected by polySi columns that are latched in position with polySi beams to make a 
ladder (designed by Scott Goodwin-Johansson of MCNC). (a) An array of "Tsing-ma 
Bridge" (a famous bridge in Hong Kong) structures released by centrifugal force. 
Another movable micro mirror (200)Lim x 200|Lim) was also lifted in the assembly. 
Figure 8.2 shows the difference before and after the assembly. As the figure shows, the 
micro mirror was placed in horizontal position very close to the substrate originally, but it 
was popped up after the assembly. Although the lockers were not completely engaged 
and locked mirror horizontally, this should be possible by increasing the angular velocity 
or improving the latches. The mirror shown is a movable micro mirror parallel to the 
substrate plane driven by electrostatic force, so large separation was required to provide 
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enough space for the micro mirror to rotate and prevent the micro mirror to touch 
substrate and short circuit. 
• m i p i i 
Before assembly After assembly 
Figure 8.2. Movable micro mirror before and after the assembly. 
Micro-assembly by centrifugal force has demonstrated that it could lift very complex 
micro stmctures, even if there were no gold coated layer (just like the "Tsing-ma Bridge" 
in Figure 8.1b) or no micro hinges (just like the moveable micro mirrors). The structures 
could be lifted if the centrifugal force is large enough. 
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9. Conclusion 
Batch micro-assembly of MUMPs microstructures using centrifugal force was 
demonstrated. Various complex MUMPs structures were rotated about micro hinges 
autonomously by centrifugal force and vertically locked by latches. 
The comparison between the micro forces was made in Chapter 3 and that the 
capillary force is predominant for the assembly in micro scale. To quantify the centrifugal 
force and the surface force interaction, a wireless force sensing system using MUMPs 
piezoresistive sensors was used to monitor the dynamics of micro mass platforms during 
the centrifugal-assembling process and was reported in Chapter 4. Results indicated that 
a consistent hysteresis exists between the freed-state and snap-down-state of 
microstructures during assembly. This effect should be studied further to understand 
surface force interactions for surface micromachined structures. 
Different assembly experiments have been described in Chapter 5,6 and 7. Results 
showed that the batch micro assembly by centrifugal force is reliable, and the yield 
percentage reached 100% in lifting up the Type I micro mirrors without destroying other 
micro structures during the assembly. The experiment done on new modified micro mirror 
also showed that the rotation of the micro mirror could be monitored. The non-contact, 
batch-assembling process reported in this dissertation is very low-cost and non-destructive, 
thus it will provide MEMS engineers a quick and convenient way to make three-
dimensional MEMS devices. Ultimately, this process can be used to batch assemble very 
complex micro devices not possible today. 
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10. Future Work 
Improvement should be done on the rotation system. The angular velocity of the 
rotation system could be increased to much higher value so that smaller micro structures 
could be lifted. Also, vibration during the high speed rotation is another concern for this 
improvement because vibration of the system may destroy the micro structures. 
Secondly, the Wheatstone-bridge configuration mentioned in the monitoring system for 
the micro structures could be improved to give more accurate data. Thirdly, the wireless 
data acquisition system should be improved to acquire multi-number of channels so that 
the rotation of several micro mirrors could be measured during one assembly process. 
This will give benefit on quantifying the friction from the micro hinges. 
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A. Appendix 
A . l Wire-Bonding machine 
Bonda 98 manufactured by Intra-Tech Echatronics LTD was used for bonding the 
wire between micro chips and PCB. The operating principle is usually using ultrasonic 
vibration to bond the aluminum wire to make the connection between the bond pads. The 
bonding parameters can be either controlled by five levels of Intelligent Process Tracking 
system (IPX) or input the parameters manually. In the experiment, it was found that 
manually input constant bonding parameters could give a better bond points. Although 
some bonding parameters has already suggested by the manufacturer, self-calibration has 
been made to give a better result. 
Manufacturer suggested parameters bond bond 
Bond time [ms] 28 30 
Bond power [w1 185 180 
Self-calibration parameters bond ~ bond 
Bond time [ms] 30 40 
"Bond power [w] 185 185 
Table A. l . Comparisons between manufacturer and self-calibration bonding parameters. 
l ^ a P ' ' 、 1 
Figure A.l . Bond points done on micro chip by the Bonda 98. 
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A.2 Hirox three-dimensional microscope 
Hirox MX-5030RZII three-dimensional microscope was used to observe the 
micro mirrors which described in this dissertation. It was an optical microscope with 
magnification in the range 50X �3 0 0 X . By connecting it with the KH-10000 Hi-Scope, 
the video could be observed in monitor or transmit to the computer. The KH-10000 Hi-
Scope also provides light adjustment such as white balance, light power and gain. 
Although it places at the top of the sample, it could focus to see the micro structure 45° 
tiled by adding filter AD-5030RLS45 and encoder mount with motor controller CT-l. 
Since the minimum magnification is 5OX, so it could not show a 1cm x 1cm micro chip 
completely, it is the reason why some of the figures were merged by several images in 
this dissertation. Beside, since it is still an optical microscope, the depth of view becomes 
very small in high magnification, it comes to the problem that when focusing the three-
dimensional micro structures, some other regions become blur. 
Hirox W i l l J ' T • KHIOOOO 
microscope | M ^ J 、 ， 丄丨 H H i i l i B I I Hi-Scope 
CT- l filter 
Figure A.2. Hirox three-dimensional microscope. 
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A.3 WYKO surface profiler 
WYKO NT-2000 surface profiler was used to measure the height variations of the 
micro mirrors. There were two operation principle provided by this machine. One mode 
of measurement is based on the principle of Phase Shifting Interferometry (PSI). The 
combined optical path lengths of light reflecting from the sample and the internal 
reference surface are changed by a mechanical translation system in a series of shifts. 
This change causes a lateral shift in the fringe pattern and produces a series of 
interferograms, which is then computed to determine the surface height profile. The other 
mode of measurement is Vertical Scanning Interferometry (VSI). The surface is profiled 
by scanning downwards vertically at evenly spaced interval such that all points on the 
surface produce interference signals, which is then processed in parallel by a series of 
algorithm to locate the peaks. The greatest range limits for PSI and VSI modes are 160nm 
and 500|j,m, respectively. I selected the VSI mode because the height variations of the 
micro mirrors are few micrometers and the height different between the micro mirrors 
and the substrate should be about 6|im. The bundle software also helps to calculate the 
average radius of curvature, height variations and difference along x or y direction. 
Figure A.3. WYKO NT-2000 surface profiler. 
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